In September 2009 we brought you Parts I and II of the Taxation and Economic Reform in America archive. History of Bankruptcy is Part III of this database, which focuses on bankruptcy in America Part III includes:

- More than 538,000 pages of legislative histories, treatises, documents, and more related to bankruptcy law in America
- Classic books dating back to the late 1700s
- Links to scholarly articles that have been chosen by our editors due to their significance to the study of bankruptcy laws

Despite the recovery of the U.S. economy, defaults continue. Bankruptcy legislation is based upon a foundation of regulations, laws, bills and hearings that have led to the current state of bankruptcy in America. HeinOnline's History of Bankruptcy brings this foundation to your fingertips, allowing you to search across bankruptcy materials dating back to 1743!

Similar to all other content in HeinOnline, this database will continue to grow! We will continue adding more books, legislative histories, documents, monographs, and treatises to build upon both the historic and current development of bankruptcy laws in America.

What’s Included

Within HeinOnline’s History of Bankruptcy you will find legislative history materials, documents, treatises, and more relating to bankruptcy and landmark reforms, including:

- Bankruptcy Reform Act, 1978: A Legislative History
- Bankruptcy Reform: The Legislative History of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005
- Collier on Bankruptcy (1st-12th editions)
- Treatise on the Law and Practice of Receivers
- Treatise on the Law of Bankruptcy
- American Bankruptcy Reports (Annotated Vols. 1-49 (1899-1923); Vols. 1-57 (1924-1945))
**Why Go Digital?**

1. **Browse by Public Law Number and Popular Name**
   Users can easily browse by the public law number or the popular name of a bill. Being able to quickly access these database entries directly from the title listings allows users to jump to supporting research documents quickly and easily. While researching in HeinOnline's History of Bankruptcy, users can also find out which law review articles discuss the legislation at hand, or if there are other legislative histories on the topic.

2. **Quickly View the Metadata of a Public Law Number**
   Link directly to the Sources of Compiled Legislative History Database residing in the U.S. Federal Legislative History Library to view key metadata about a public law.

3. **Hein's ScholarCheck Connects Public Law Numbers, Statutes, Law Reviews & More**
   Within HeinOnline's History of Bankruptcy, researchers can quickly navigate from the legislative history to the statutes to supporting law review articles, to secondary articles citing those articles, and more! Using HeinOnline's Citations on a Page feature, users can link from the legislative history to a cited statute. From there, Hein's ScholarCheck tool connects you to law review articles that cite the statute. Hein's ScholarCheck advances research by connecting various sources of legal material with the click of a mouse.

4. **Cross-Library and Advanced Searching**
   When searching in HeinOnline's History of Bankruptcy, users can choose to include search results from all databases. Use the advanced search tool to select specific document types or to search within selected titles. This tool enables users to easily search specific metadata fields and select section types and a date range.

---

**Also Available in HeinOnline**

**Taxation and Economic Reform in America, Parts I & II, 1781-Current**

Taxation and Economic Reform in America, Parts I & II will add tremendous value to your library's electronic resources! This database allows researchers, for the first time, to search across tax regulations, laws, and hundreds of legislative histories dating back to the late 1700s!

With this database, users can access to more than 18,000 volumes and more than 4.2 million pages of legislative history material, and other documents including the complete Carlton Fox Collection at an affordable price!

Within Part I of the database, researchers will find legislative history materials surrounding landmark taxation reforms including:

- Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
- Internal Revenue Acts of the United States, 1909-1950 (also known as the Carlton Fox Database)
- Legislative History of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code
- Bush Tax Cut Extension: A Legislative History of the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010
- Avoiding Default: A Legislative History of the Budget Control Act of 2010

Within Part II, researchers will find reforms such as:

- Banking Acts of 1913-1956
- Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999
- President Bush's Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
- President Obama's American Recovery & Reinvestment Act of 2009

For more information about this database, please contact your sales representative, or Marketing at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.